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Summary

Shallow shear wave reflection surveys using high frequency
vibroseis techniques provides information about the Tertiary
bedrock surface and Pleistocene sediments on the Fraser River
delta, in B.C., Canada. Besides the clear advantage of shear
wave profiling in this shallow gas environment, the added
resolution potential and ability to measure the shear wave
velocity field enhances the fusion of this surface seismic data
into earthquake site response estimations. Surface materials
ranging from undisturbed, native delta sediments to clay/
rubble fill used in dike construction seemed amenable to the
generation and recording of shear waves when using a small
(6,000 kg) vibrator and engineering recording systems. The
thickness of Pleistocene sediments and depth to Tertiary bed-
rock were mapped at three locations within the delta where
gaps existed in the geologic record. These three sites provided
cultural and near-surface settings that uniquely tested this
shallow imaging technique.

Introduction

At thick soil sites delineating and mapping the bedrock surface
and shear wave velocity structure of overlying unconsolidated
sediments is necessary to evaluate the intensity of shaking for
a given potential earthquake event. A thick veneer of uncon-
solidated alluvial and glacial-fluvial sediments overlay Terti-
ary bedrock in the Fraser River delta, located in British
Columbia, Canada. Concern about the vulnerability of an
ever-growing population density to significant earthquakes in
the Fraser River delta are justified considering the historical
seismicity along that portion of the west coast of North
America and the amplification potential of the sediments.

Determination of the depth, shape, and velocity contrast of the
Holocene/Pleistocene and Pleistocene/Tertiary boundaries be-
neath the Fraser River delta is critical for accurate modeling of
seismically-induced ground motion. Analysis of strong motion
accelerograms from two moderate-sized (~M 5) crustal earth-
quakes in the region shows that amplification of seismic
waves increases above the thick Holocene sediments of the
Fraser delta when compared with rock or firm soil sites
(Rogers et al., 1998). This is particularly significant in areas of
the delta where soil column resonance periods are in the same
range as fundamental periods of buildings and other structures.
Therefore, it is extremely important to map the thickness (and
shear wave velocity structure) of Holocene sediments with as
much detail as possible. Another source for seismic hazard is
the possibility of a very large “subduction zone” earthquake
from the boundary between the North American and Juan de

Fuca/Explorer plates. Multidimensional long-period amplifica-
tion (i.e., Harris et al., 1998) as a result of such an event would
have an impact on the response of large structures (i.e.,
bridges, tall buildings, pipelines, tunnels), and would undoubt-
edly be influenced by the depth and geometry of the Tertiary
bedrock beneath the Fraser delta. Although a map of the
Tertiary bedrock surface has been developed through interpre-
tation of existing industry seismic reflection profiles (Britton
et al., 1995), there are important areas of the delta where no
deep seismic coverage exists.

Shallow high resolution reflection profiling has been suc-
cessful in many areas of the delta using small engineering-
style recording systems and sledgehammer sources (Harris
et al., 1996; Pullan et al., 1998). Reflection profiling using
shear waves has proven more effective delineating major age
related geologic boundaries under certain conditions than

Figure 1. Site map showing the three test lines and pertinent well
control.
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Shear wave reflection surveys in Canada

compressional waves. In areas of the delta where conditions
have permitted propagation of compressional waves, surveys
have provided excellent ultra high resolution images of the
many Holocene age sand, clay, and silt sequences (Pullan and
Hunter, 1987) extensively drilled and surveyed using borehole
geophysics (Hunter et al., 1998). Shear wave surveying in the
delta provides better results in some areas due to the insensi-
tivity of shear waves to water saturation, strong attenuation of
compressional waves in the presence of gas or peat, and the
improved resolution potential of shear wave profiling.

As part of a continuing effort by the Geological Survey of
Canada to define and assess earthquake hazards in the Fraser
River delta, a series of 2-D shear wave reflection profiles were
acquired to evaluate the potential and feasibility of high fre-
quency shear wave vibroseis energy to return signal from the
base of up to 600 m of Pleistocene and Holocene sediments at
three uniquely different sites (Figure 1). Work to image Pleis-
tocene sediments throughout the delta has meet with success
when the geology is conducive to the techniques applied
(Pullan et al., 1989; Pullan and Hunter, 1987). Extending the
seismic images into pre-Quaternary sediments has been part of
past petroleum exploration programs (Britton et al., 1995).
The goal of this study was to ascertain the effectiveness of
vibroseis techniques in mapping the buried Pleistocene surface
and the Tertiary bedrock surface at depths of around 100 m,
150 m, and 600 m, through surface materials ranging from
undeveloped roads in direct contact with native Holocene
delta deposits to up to 5 m high dikes built of construction-
grade clays and rubble in direct contact with delta deposits.

Shear wave reflection profiling in the delta inherently has
greater resolution in this Holocene-Pleistocene sedimentary
environment; however, such surveys rarely result in signal-to-
noise ratios on CMP stacked sections as high as equivalent
compressional wave profiles. This observation is not unique to
the delta, and is generally true for most geologic settings.
Routinely observed lower signal-to-noise ratio characteristic
of shear wave reflection profiling may be attributed to inter-
ference from ground roll, the inherent difficulty coupling the
source, and challenges associated with generating predomi-
nantly polarized shear waves. Shear wave reflections routinely
arrive within the noise cone, an area that is often muted on
compressional wave data since optimum time and offset win-
dows for P-wave reflections generally occur before this high
amplitude noise zone.

Data Acquisition and Processing

Acquisition equipment and parameters were consistent for all
three, shear wave reflection lines. All data were recorded on a
180-channel Geometrics StrataView seismograph system
interfaced to an IVI vibrator controller. Receivers were single
Geospace 14 Hz GS-11S horizontal geophones, leveled and
oriented perpendicular to the survey line. This SH configura-
tion was consistent with the alignment of the vibrator mass.
The source was an IVI minivib in buggy configuration with its

approximately 135 kg mass oriented perpendicular to the
vehicle and survey line. Five 25 to 150 Hz, 8-second sweeps
were individually recorded in an uncorrelated format at each
shot station. This recording approach permitted pre-correlation
processing and pre-vertical stack noise editing, both tech-
niques have the potential to and generally will improve the
signal-to-noise ratio and resolution potential of correlated
data. Each vibroseis record included the recording of ground
force (weighted sum of mass and base plate accelerometers),
which was used to correlate against for the production of the
shot records. After correlation and vertical stacking, shot
records have clearly identifiable shear wave reflection arrivals
on all three lines.

Surface conditions and environmental noise were different for
each of the three lines. Line 1 was acquired along a gravel
road and road shoulder where the surface materials were for
the most part native, relatively undisturbed delta sediments.
Line 2 was positioned between two wells (for ground truth)
and on top a dike constructed of fill and rubble. Compounding
the coupling problems caused by the dike for both source and
receivers was high amplitude train noise associated with the
Coalport Causeway at the north end of the profile. Line 3 was
along a dike immediately south of the airport and frequented
by pedestrian traffic. It was critical that all data acquisition be
low impact (environmental) and not interfere with the normal
routines of local citizens. The variety of surface settings, noise
sources, and restrictions provided a good test of the feasibility
of vibroseis techniques in the delta.

Data were processed using routine shallow CMP processing
algorithms and approaches (Steeples and Miller, 1990). With
the asymmetric recording style, fold was unbalanced, and
therefore significant effort was placed on editing traces out-
side the necessary recording window so as to improve the fold
balance and maintain an offset distribution that was as uniform
and optimum as possible. Enhancing signal from these noise-
contaminated data represents the biggest obstacle to improving
the interpretability of stacked sections. Static problems are
evident on line 3 shot gathers. Routine static compensation
techniques such as surface consistent and residual are not
sufficient.

Observations

Reflections with dominant frequencies between 30 and 40 Hz
are interpretable on shot gathers from all three lines (Figure 2).
Spectral analysis suggests little if any shear wave reflection
energy possess upper corner frequencies above 100 Hz. Evi-
dent on all three shot gathers are compressional body waves.
On lines 1 and 3 it is even possible to identify the air coupled
wave. Ground roll arrives before the shear wave reflections on
all three lines. Considering the wavelet characteristics of
ground roll/refracted energy on shot gathers, aliasing and asso-
ciated artifacts on CMP stacked sections are a real possibility
without a carefully designed editing regiment. Removal of
ground roll/refractions on shear wave data must be considered
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critical. Reflection arrivals possess velocities of between 200 and 600 m/sec. This
range of velocities seems slow, but is consistent with borehole shear wave
measurements in this area.

Reflections from the top of the firm Pleistocene sediments are interpretable on all
three lines (Figure 3). The base of the Holocene on line 1 is represented by a high
amplitude reflection coherent across the entire section at about 1.1s. For the most
part it appears relatively flat with only minor changes in wavelet characteristics
across this section. Line 2 on the other hand has a series of reflections between
0.5 and 1.0 s what appears to be a structural high in the Pleistocene near the cen-
ter of the profile. Considering the dramatic change in slope and wavelet character
just north of the mound, this localized feature could be tectonic in nature. Clearly
the base of the Holocene on line 2 begins to plunge to the north rapidly at the
northern end of the profile. Data acquisition was halted along line 2 by the multi-
rail train tracks that access the coal port. Line 3 provided the first glimpse of the
Tertiary bedrock at a location postulated to have some of the thickest overburden
in this part of the delta and an area which had been previously unexplored.

Statics corrections designed to compensate for dramatic lateral variations in
velocity and filtering routines tailored to suppress noise on these data will both be
necessary to increase data quality sufficiently on the line 3 stacked section to
allow a high confidence identification of the top of bedrock. Extreme distortion in
the NMO curve is visible in the reflection at about 1.5 s on the line 3 shot gather
(Figure 2). Comparing the shape of the reflection at 1.5 s with the higher ampli-
tude reflection immediately above it at about 1.3 s and the ones below it at 2.0 s

it is clear that both static and structure are
contributing to the bowing/bending of re-
flection hyperbola. With the observed vari-
ation in reflection arrival times across such
short distances, proper stacking of reflec-
tion wavelets will mandate significant
attention be paid to the effects of various
automatic processes on reflection hyper-
bola.

Conclusions

The shear wave vibroseis reflection method
improves our ability to image the complex
structure of the Pleistocene and Tertiary
surfaces  beneath  the  Fraser River delta  in

Figure 2. Correlated vertically stacked, spectral balanced, and scaled shot gathers from the
three survey areas.
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southwestern B.C. Line 1 displays a strong reflection at 1.1 s,
providing a high-quality, shear wave reflection image of the
top of Pleistocene sediments. The data from Line 2 corrobo-
rates our previous interpretation of the Holocene/Pleistocene
boundary in the southern part of the delta as a complex, pos-
sibly tectonically deformed, surface. Line 3 provides crucial
information on the depth to, and shape of, Tertiary bedrock in
the heavily populated, northwestern part of the delta (beneath
the city of Richmond), where the existing bedrock map is
questionable due to lack of seismic coverage.
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Figure 3. CMP gathers from each of the three test areas.
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